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Bloodsport dc supergirl

Share Species Status Human Alive Mercenary (jailed)Soldier (formerly) United States Army (old) They never see it literally coming. —Robet DuBois[src] Robert DuBois, codenamed Bloodsport, is a former military and national city mercen soldier. He was carried by Morgan Edge to bomb the city's water, only to be stopped and arrested by
Supergirl. Biography Robert DuBois joined the army and served in Fort Harrison. Some time after his service, DuBois became a mercen man and a terrorist. He once led the bombing of city hall in the National City, then fell off the radar. [1] DuBois, which opened a few years later in late 2017, was hired by Morgan Edge to bomb the
National City docks. For this effort, he stole a high pressure regulator along with aluminum rods to meet his true intentions. DuBois and his team were followed by the NCPD and eventually met Supergirl. DuBois attacked him with an electric baton, but the superhero easily beat him and threw him out of the truck. As he was busy stopping
the runaway vehicle, DuBois escaped with the regulator. The next night, DuBois entered his former base to steal a hide device from the Daxamite warship held by General Sam Lane. When Supergirl arrived, DuBois used the ship's rafters to stun her and attack some nearby soldiers, allowing her to escape once again. With the regulator,
DuBois stabilized the internal force of a submarine to withstand the press emitted from the invisibility device. When the submarine was ready, DuBois met with the edge to confirm that they could continue with the plan. During the unveiling of the Steel Girl statue on its shore, DuBois fired missiles into the underwater area, causing
earthquakes on the surface. When Supergirl found the submarine, DuBois ordered her men to fire and detonate a street nuclear bomb to neutralize it. However, Supergirl still managed to stop the next missile and remove the water submarine, foiling its plans. DuBois was later arrested. [1] At the height of the capabilities of the human
physical condition: As a mercen man and a former soldier, DuBois is in extraordinary physical condition. Although Supergirl tyed him in a car 100 yards away, DuBois was able to recover quickly, visiblely unscathed, and managed to flee the scene. [1] Senior intelligence/military training/master tactician/Leader: Using his military training,
DuBois successfully directed weapons theft missions from military bases and managed to stay away from the authorities for years. He was able to carry out a series of bombings without leaving any concrete evidence behind and planned an unexpected attack on the beach. When faced with Supergirl, DuBois used various means of
misdireation to invade her, allowing her to escape Computer expert/Expert hacker: During his attack on Fort Harrison, DuBois was able to break into the base's server and scramble his signal. [1] Expert engineer: DuBois has been shown to be experienced even using extra-world technology for concealing a military-grade submarine
hidden from a daxamite warship while using a regulator to balance pressure. [1] Specialist driver/Pilot: DuBois knew how to use the getaway truck to evade police and lead a team that operated a military submarine. Expert al-to-el warrior: Although it is not known to what extent, DuBois has proven him to be a skilled fighter in unarmed
combat, it is possible to take down several soldiers from Fort Harrison. Skilled Stick-Warrior: In his short battle with Supergirl, DuBois is used in an electric baton to try and shoot him. Equipment Old equipment Taser baton: DuBois is used in a baton with an electric charge in a match with Supergirl. Apparent Supergirl Season 3 Behind the
Scenes References ← 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 Girl of Steel Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. As the promo was released only for Supergirl season 3, a familiar name fell: Robert DuBois. You don't know who he is? Maybe we should have said we were familiar to a certain period of admiration.
DuBois is one of three characters known as Bloodsport, and is probably the most memorable of the three characters. The character, who first appeared in 1987's Superman #4, was created by John Byrne and was one of the first new characters created to confront Superman's post-crisis version of Infinite Worlds. Bloodsport sometimes
uses high-tech weapons, including krypnite bullets, and is capable of beaming them into your hand from a remote location or tesseract. DuBois was replaced by white supremacist Alex Trent, who used the name Bloodsport while DuBois was in prison. Unlike DuBois, who came to him later in his tech life, Trent experimented on him as a
child -- even though he had the same powers. Eventually, two of them would die, replaced by a third-- or were they dead? He took on DuBois's powers and looks like DuBois, so either he was revived off-camera or the writers and editors who used Bloodsport III were either confused or chose to ignore DuBois' death. In his first appearance,
Bloodsport (Robert DuBois) was an unstable man who was snought after seeing injuries and trauma visiting his brother during the Vietnam War. Blood sports explained that after arriving on the scene and beaming a gun so that they could open fire in the crowd, it would be difficult to catch because it had a rifle that fired krypnite oite. That
was right after John Byrne's The Man of Steel miniseries. Borderline did not exist, Superman and readers were openly making Bloodsport work for Lex Luthor. Not only did DuBois realize that Luthor was the mysterious philanthropist who equipped him with teleportation technology, but at some point in the story he also shot one of
LexCorp's properties. Ultimately, Luthor was not prepared for future civilian casualties with Bloodsport, he hired him as a surrogate in the hope that he could kill Superman and be deniable because DuBois obviously needed help.  As Luthor zoomed in on security and Superman DuBois, he ultimately called robert to hand over to his
multiple amputee brother, the police, who interviewed him down.  Because his story is false anger and a real badman, Bloodsport is actually lost at this point, going to prison quietly for a few years in real time before the comic only made his second appearance (we'll get to him). (Photo by DC Entertainment) superman doomsday at the
hands of prevnext, just two months after his death at his hands, appeared in another Bloodsport.  This, too, was painful and politically tinged backstory but ... A little less sympathetic. Introduced as a group of thugs beat up a woman in an alley, it was initially implied that he could be an antiquality rather than an outright bad guy: he kills
bandits and rescues her. Although this illusion was short-lived: Bloodsport also killed the woman she had just recorded, because she was black. Bloodsport II Superman titles came at a dark time. Following the story of death and return, the titles seemed to enthusiastically embrace the brutal and courageous nature of comics of the early
'90s -- so much so that a week before Bloodsport first appeared, Superman couldn't save Cat Grant's ten-year-old son Adam from being killed. So pairing him with murdering white supremacists has been a bit on the controversial side. The launch of a new Bloodsport was also something that easily connected to the events of titles at the
time, because white supremacist views and being able to make it look like guns seemingly out of control made him an interesting foil for steel, a dismayed black man who spent years developing military weapons and was horrified when some of these high-strength weapons fell into the hands of street gangs. Later in this first appearance,
Bloodsport took a group of hostages and tried to force superman to choose between them using two missiles; Man of Steel cheats, of course, but Ron Troupe, who was also black for the Daily Planet newsroom chasing a then-last addition to Bloodsport builds a whole story. (Photo by DC Entertainment) Superman #526 Adventures
prevnext, two Bloodsports meet for the first time - in prison. If there is Noticing our drawings, DuBois is a black man - and so of course a little awkward time comes when he and Trent notice sharing the same name and power set despite each being an existential abode to the other. The violence was going to happen anyway, so the prison
tried to reduce the damage because there was a boxing match that could be within a set of rules and there were guards to keep things from escalating. It's obviously a terrible idea, and the fight started a prison riot. When Superman comes to help, he manages the crowd as the main event takes place. Eventually, DuBois takes the upper
hand, but instead of killing Trent, he steals a Toastmaster (one of Steel's named super weapons) and tries to escape by punching a hole in the prison door. He is killed by the guards and brought back to Trent's cell ... But then apparently the struggle was not satisfied with his performance that the Aryan Brotherhood was burned to death
by other members. (Photo: DC Entertainment)prevnext As we said above, Bloodsport III has some question, such as whether it is somehow DuBois or a completely new character. There is not much information about it, because as far as we know it has not been used as a stand-alone/stand-alone bad guy. Bloodsport III first appeared
immediately after the Endless Crisis. Bloodsport was just one of many members, including Silver Banshee, Hellgrammite, Krypnite Man, Livewire, Puzzler, Toyman and Riot. 0comments Many of these characters have been seen on Supergirl before, but what is controversially more interesting is Morgan Edge, a character who will appear
as a great antagonist in Supergirl season 3, bloodsports has appeared in the same stories (in addition to organizing this Revenge Squad, he also played an important role in a sub-plot in Alex Trent's first appearance). The only other time Bloodsport is seen is when the Guardian prevents him and Riot from trying to steal water during a
disaster; and background views in the Salvation Run miniseries. (Photo by DC Entertainment)prev Entertainment)prev
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